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Menton 7th international workshop on PET in Lymphoma and Myeloma (PILM7)
Preliminary Program
October 4th-6th, 2018

Thursday October 4th: Meeting of the Expert committee

Friday October 5th: Plenary
7.30: Poster set-up. Breakfast
8.00- 8.15: Openings (A. Gallamini, M. Meignan, C. Haioun)
8.15- 10.00: PET Imaging criteria in Myeloma and expert panel discussion: E.Zamagni (Italy), C.Nanni (Italy), Ph. Moreau (France), F. Bodere (France), A Versari (Italy), C. Bodet-Milin (France) J. San Miguel (Spain), E.Terpos (Greece), M. Meignan (France).
10.00-10-30: Example of Total metabolic tumor volume measurement: S.Kanoun (France), AS. Cottereau (France)
10.00-12.00: Coffee break, Poster walking, TMTV measurement training.
12.00-13.00: TMTV and ct DNA in lymphoma. A.Alizadeh (USA)
13.00-14.00: Lunch
14.00- 15.30: TMTV volumes methodological part: S.Kanoun (France), I.Buvat (France), S.Barrington (UK), S. Chauvie (Italy), A Versari, H. Schöder (USA)
15.30-16.00 Coffee break
16.30-17.30: TMTV volumes ongoing clinical results: L Rigacci (Italy) R. Houot (France), AS. Cottereau (France), A. Moskowitz (USA), S. Barrington
(UK), O. Casasnovas (France)

17.30-18.00: New tracers in Lymphoma: K. Herrmann (Germany) (imaging CXCR4 and metabolism)

October 6th 2018: Plenary

08.00-10.00: MRD and PET in lymphoma and myeloma: M. Federico (Italy), C. Thieblemont (France)
08.00-09.00: MRD and PET in lymphoma: S. Luminari (Italy), D. Kurtz (USA)
09.00-10.00: MRD and PET in myeloma: E. Zamagni (Italy)
10.00-10.30: Coffee break
10.30-12.30: Poster discussion: U. Duhrsen (Germany), T. Vander Borght (Belgium)
12.45-13.45: Lunch
13.45-14.30: Radiomics is it useful for the clinicians? I. Buvat (France)
14.30-15.00: Prognostic factors beyond imaging: A. Lister (UK)
15.00-15.30: Panel discussion: P Johnson (UK), M Federico (Italy), J San Miguel (Spain), J. Trotman (Australia)
15.30-16.00: PET and MZL. C. Thieblemont (France)
16.00-17.00: Results of ongoing PET guided trials in lymphoma: J. Zaucha (Poland), M Martelli (Italy), O. Casasnovas (France), E. Dann (Israel), Coronado (Spain)
17.00: Closing